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Visual search and oddball paradigmswere combined to investigate memory for to-be-ignored color changes in a
group of 12 healthy participants. The onset of unexpected color change of an irrelevant stimulus evoked two re-
liable ERP effects: a component of the event-related potential (ERP), similar to the visual mismatch negativity
response (vMMN), with a latency of 120–160 ms and a posterior distribution over the left hemisphere
and Late Fronto-Central Negativity (LFCN) with a latency of 320–400 ms, apparent at fronto-central electrodes
and some posterior sites. Color change of that irrelevant stimulus also slowed identification of a visual target,
indicating distraction. The amplitude of this color-change vMMN, but not LFCN, indexed this distraction effect.
That is, electrophysiological and behavioral measures were correlated. The interval between visual scenes
approximated 1 s (611–1629ms), indicating that the brain's sensorymemory for the color of the preceding visual
scenes must persist for at least 600 ms. Therefore, in the case of the neural code for color, durable memory
representations are formed in an obligatory manner.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A lurid and influential theoretical claim has been made that vision
has no memory in excess of 100 milliseconds: “Vision has no memory,
it exists in the present tense” (Wolfe, 2000). Evidence for this claim
about sensory memory has stemmed from demonstrations that a large
change in a visual scene, or the sudden onset of a visual object, can go
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unnoticed – phenomena, such as change blindness (O'Regan et al.,
1999), inattentional blindness (Mack and Rock, 1998), and the atten-
tional blink (Shapiro et al., 1997). Evidence from a flicker version of
the change blindness paradigm (Rensink et al., 1997) suggests that sen-
sorymemory for the visual stimulation is thought to not even persist for
80 ms, unless stimulation receives some form of extensive attentional
processing (Rensink, 2002). Accordingly, as in the inattention blindness
and attentional blink paradigms, vision is shown to have no sensory
memory.

On the other hand, the change detection process in vision is mani-
fested as the visual mismatch negativity (vMMN) component of the
event-related potential (ERP). This vMMN is typically elicited in a visual
oddball paradigm when a repeated standard visual stimulus, such as a
red square standard, is unpredictably and occasionally replaced by a
deviant stimulus that differs from the standard stimulus by one feature,
such as color, e.g., a green square deviant. Importantly, the inter-
stimulus intervals between presentation of standard and deviant ex-
ceed 100ms by far, suggesting that some representation of the standard
persists. Such representation seems not to depend on attentional
processing. The vMMN is also elicited when participants are ignoring
the vMMN-eliciting features while attending to other aspects of the
s to durable representation: An ERP index of visual distraction, Int. J.
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visual stimulation (Berti and Schröger, 2001, 2004, 2006; Kimura et al.,
2008a,b).

The existence of vMMN, a scalp-elicited posterior bilateral negativity
in response to visual deviance, has remained, until recently, a contro-
versial topic (Näätänen, 1990, 1991; Cammann, 1990; Czigler, 1990;
Pazo-Alvarez et al., 2003; Heslenfeld, 2003). However, throughout
the past decade and into the current, a multitude of independent
replications of the vMMN have placed vMMN upon a firm empirical
footing (Astikainen and Hietanen, 2009; Astikainen et al., 2004,
2008; Berti, 2011; Clifford et al., 2010; Czigler, 2007; Czigler et al.,
2004, 2007; Czigler and Pato, 2009; Czigler and Sulykos, 2010;
Fisher et al., 2010; Flynn et al., 2009; Kimura et al., 2010a,c,d; Liu
and Shi, 2008; Lyyra et al., 2012; Maekawa et al., 2009; Mao et al.,
2004; Stefanics et al., 2011, 2012; Shtyrov et al., 2013; Sulykos and
Czigler, 2011; Sušac et al., 2004, 2010a,b, 2011; for reviews, please
see Kimura et al., 2011; Kimura, 2012; Winkler and Czigler, 2012).
The vMMN is believed to be an analog of themore well-studied audi-
tory MMN (Näätänen et al., 1978; Tiitinen et al., 1994), elicited at
similar latencies and largely pre-attentively as well (Näätänen
et al.; for a complementary perspective, see Erlbeck et al., 2015;
Campbell, 2015). Yet functional differences could also exist between
modalities — a key difference relating to the durability of the form of
internal sensory memory representation indexed by vMMN. The ori-
entation vMMN is elicited by an unexpected occasional change in
orientation, occurring in response to visual stimuli separated by inter-
vals of 200 ms, attenuating at intervals of 400 ms (Fu et al., 2003), and
disappearing completely at intervals of 1100 milliseconds (Astikainen
et al., 2008). Accordingly, the sensory memory responsible for the
vMMN to orientation change is thought to only endure very brief inter-
vals for vMMN. Thus the fleeting sensory memory for orientation in
question is thought to have a duration of less than 1 s, as contrasts with
estimates of 4–10 s for the pitchmismatch negativity in the auditory do-
main (Bottcher-Gandor and Ullsperger, 1992). However, the sensory
memory for color may be considered more enduring: vMMN to color
deviance can be elicited after intervals as long as 800 ms (Stefanics
et al., 2011) albeit attenuated relative to a shorter interstimulus interval
(ISI). The question of the duration of the to-be-ignored visual stimuli has
remained open.

The value of an internal sensory memory representation for visual
information has been subject to debate (Kimura et al., 2010b; O'Regan
and Noë, 2001), the relatively static visual world typically being avail-
able as an externalmemory representation (Ballard et al., 1997). Indeed,
the symbolic use of such external representations has been hailed as a
major transition in human evolution (Donald, 1993), which compen-
sates for the inherent limitations of working memory (see Miyake and
Shah, 1999 for an overview).

Visual distraction paradigms have been shown to be promising
in that they have revealed behavioral disruptions of performance
produced by visual deviance, alongside a significant vMMN (Berti
and Schröger, 2001, 2004, 2006; Kimura et al., 2008a,b). Further,
it has been shown that when the to-be-ignored background
exhibits deviance in the same dimension as the to-be-attended
figure (color, orientation), the disruption of performance produced
by the background is increased; alongside a concomitant vMMN
augment (Czigler and Sulykos, 2010). However, vMMN to color
change has not been shown to index distraction upon an individual
level of performance (e.g., Czigler et al., 2002), whereas position
deviance was effective in eliciting a vMMN as well as a behavioral
distraction effect (Berti, 2009). To account for this difference,
Berti (2009) suggested that peripheral presentation of color
deviance might be necessary. In the present investigation, the
amplitudes of significant differences between individual scalp-
measured ERPs are thus evaluated as indices of behavioral
distraction effects produced by to-be-ignored visual deviance,
with the objective of assessing the functional relevance of
vMMN to color change.
Please cite this article as: Sysoeva, O.V., et al., From pre-attentive process
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For this reason, a visual search task was adopted after Czigler et al.
(2002); a paradigm which presented task-unrelated color deviance in
the visual periphery, during which participants were required to look
at a central fixation cross while searching for a unique target shape
and ignoring a uniquely colored distractor within surrounding stimuli
(Hickey et al., 2006). While the task of Czigler et al. (2002) did not
prove sensitive to the distracting effects of color deviance, visual search
distraction paradigms have been shown to be sensitive to color (Hickey
et al., 2006). The present investigation aimed to evaluate the amplitudes
of vMMN to color change of a distractor as indices of behavioral distrac-
tion, measured by the slowing of target processing. Crucially, the
visual search task was extended by including a serial component: the
distracting object differed in color from all other simultaneously
presented objects, but that distractor occasionally changed in color
within a sequence of trials. Hence, the effect of distraction was investi-
gated in a series of visual search displays, where the distractor color
was either a standard or a deviant color. Repetition of the uniquely
colored “standard” distractor should facilitate the accumulation of a
sensorymemory trace for this color. To examine if the sensory memory
mechanisms of the brain supported the detection of color change,
an unexpected improbable “deviant” distractor (e.g., green) was
employed. Note that this deviant differed in color from the preceding
standard. Both the standard distractor and the deviant distractor dif-
fered in color from the remaining objects, which were blue. Visual
Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) were derived from high-density EEG
recordings to characterize the time-course of scalp-measured indica-
tions of the brain's responses to visual scenes containing deviant-
colored distractors. A previously unexplored objective of the present
investigation was thus to use these methods to build a new bridge
between the discourses upon visual search and vMMN.

If as evidence from attentional blink, inattention blindness, and
change blindness paradigms have suggested, vision has no memory
(Wolfe, 2000) of functional consequence, upon an individual level,
then color deviance would not affect behavior in our serial distraction
task. To examinewhether vision has a sensorymemory for color, the in-
terval between presentations of visual arrays of objects was at least
600 ms. That is, if a sensory memory for the color of the preceding
distractor existed, that memory must endure that interval for a color
change to influence: (a) performance, and (b) the generation of brain
processes.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Fourteen volunteers participated in this experiment in exchange for
4 cinema tickets. All participants gave their informed written consent
voluntarily, with departmental ethical approval of the investigation, in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Data from 2 participants
had to be excluded from the analysis, because eye movements and
blinking led to a loss of 65% of their data due to artifact rejection. The
mean age of the remaining 12 participants (3 males) was 23.3 ± 2.5
years. All were right-handed and reported normal (n = 4) or
corrected-to-normal (n = 8) vision.

2.2. Materials

Stimuli were presented on an LCD monitor (G2G 2 msec) at a 0%
screen orientation with black as the background color. Each visual
scene consisted of a stimulus array of 12 objects with a color frame
(blue, green, or red), shaped either as a circle (3.43°) or a diamond
(4.23°), with a horizontal or vertical line segment (1.38°) at the center.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the objects were placed circularly (radius of
9.3°) around a centrally presented fixation cross (1.38°). The lumi-
nance of the frame colors was adjusted to 35 cd/m2, using a luminance
meter (Konica Minolta, LS-110, with closing-up lens, correction factor
es to durable representation: An ERP index of visual distraction, Int. J.
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Ignore color. Respond ‘vertical’ to
the line segment within the unique
circle shape

Ignore color. Respond ‘horizontal’ to
the line segment within the unique
diamond shape.

Ignore color. Respond
‘vertical’ to the line segment
within the unique diamond
shape.

Ignore color. Respond
‘horizontal’ to the line segment
within the unique circle
shape.

Reaction time

611-
1629 ms

610-
1611 ms

Fixation

Fixation

Fixation

Unique green
‘deviant’
distractor

Unique red
‘standard’
distractor

Unique red
‘standard’
distractor

Unique red
‘standard’
distractor

Time

Fixation

Fig. 1. Schematic of four successive trials. Screenshots are to scale. Participants searched for a uniquely shaped target amongst the objects arranged in a circular manner around a fixation
cross. Each object consisted of a colored frame with a line segment at its center. The shape of the frame indicated the target stimulus. The uniformly shaped non-targets all had the same
color, except for one that had a different color. Such a uniquely colored object is known to distract visual search (Hickey et al., 2006) leading to a slowing of reaction times. In the design of
the present investigation, the distractor color remained the same in 90% of the trials (standard trials) but was exchangedwith another distractor color upon the other 10% (deviant trials).
Hence, it was possible to differentiate the effect of a deviant distractor from that of a standard distractor.
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1.050, distance 20.4 cm, and pixel-based resolution). The distance
between the participant's eye and the monitor was kept constant at
50 cm.

2.3. EEG equipment, recording and data treatment

EEG recordings were taken from a 64-channel electrode cap at a
sampling rate of 512 Hz within a recording bandpass of DC to a half-
power (−3 dB) of 134Hz using the Biosemi ActiveTwo data acquisition
system, employing a third order sincfilter during decimation. Each scalp
electrode within this system is described as “active” by virtue of
containing a tiny amplifier that elevates the electrical signal before
analog-to-digital conversion. The Biosemi ActiveTwo has replaced the
classical “ground” electrode with two electrodes. The Common Mode
Sense (CMS) active electrode detected the effects upon the participant
of current return from the Analog-to-Digital convertor via the Driven
Right Leg (DRL) electrode containing no amplifier. A CMS/DRL feedback
loop equated the potential of the participant to the reference voltage of
the Analog-to-Digital Conversion apparatus. EEGwas acquired at a scalp
electrode in “raw”mode, that is, relative to this reference voltage. Thus
the “reference” in “raw” recordings was the CMS electrode, which
was situated at a right-posterior site between POz and PO4. However,
this “raw” mode of recording did not permit the full Common Mode
Please cite this article as: Sysoeva, O.V., et al., From pre-attentive processe
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Rejection (Fisch and Spehlmann, 1999) of artifactual signals that were
present at both the active EEG electrode and the CMS (Campbell et al.,
2012). Horizontal eye movements were monitored with a bipolar set-
up of two electrodes attached laterally to the outer canthi of each eye.
Vertical eye movements were monitored by bipolar channels using
the pre-frontal electrodes (Fp1, Fp2, Fpz) on the cap amplified against
an additional electrode upon the tip-of-the-nose. Additional electrodes
were also attached to the left and right mastoids.

Measurementswere digitally filtered offline using a 1536-point low-
pass and then a 51-point high-pass Finite Impulse Response, with half-
power cutoffs (−3 dB) at 30 and 1 Hz respectively, with a low-pass
transitionwidth of 0.2 Hz and high-pass transitionwidth of 5 Hz respec-
tively. Filtered EEG was then re-referenced offline to the average of
linked mastoids, so as to optimize Common Mode Rejection, and ac-
cordingly increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements. ERPs
to visual scenes were averaged from 600 ms epochs of EEG data inclu-
sive of a 100 ms pre-visual scene baseline. ERPs time-locked to the
onset of visual scenes were averaged from these epochs separately for
those containing standards and deviants. Epochs were excluded from
the analysis if they: (a) contained potentials in excess of +/−75 μV
(the individual rejection mean was 9.41%, ranging from 1.6% to
23.4%), (b) were from the first 2 blocks, (c) were from the first three
trials within each block, (d) were from trials including a standard-
s to durable representation: An ERP index of visual distraction, Int. J.
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colored distractor that immediately followed a deviant distractor trial,
(e) were from trials with incorrect responses (2% of trials), and
(f) were from trials with outlier reaction times 3 SD longer than the in-
dividual mean reaction time (0.2% of trials). Overall, 20.0% of trials were
excluded. Exclusion criteria for reaction time data were identical to
those for EEG data.

2.4. Procedure

During the experiment, participants were seated in an acoustically
and electromagnetically shielded room of the Cognitive Brain Research
Unit at the University of Helsinki. Written informed consent was ob-
tained from all volunteers. Written instructions emphasized both
speed and accuracy, while keeping blinking and eye movements to a
minimum. Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross
at the center of the LCD screen. After a variable interval, jittered ran-
domly with a uniform distribution between 610 and 1611 ms, the
12 objects appeared surrounding the fixation cross. Participants were
instructed to fixate upon the cross while searching for the unique
target shape and ignoring the unique distractor color. Once the target
was identified, participants responded to the orientation of the line
segment in the center of the target by pressing one of two keys (left
key: horizontal, right key: vertical) using the index and the middle
fingers of the dominant right hand. The next trial was initiated by
the response after a technical delay of 1 to 18 ms as determined by
Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, California, USA). This
short delay meant that the interval between visual scenes ranged
from 611 to 1629 ms. The experiment consisted of 40 blocks with 80
trials each, resulting in 3200 trials per volunteer. Each block was initi-
ated by the participants, who were free to take breaks between blocks,
and the rate of the presentation of trials was also effectively self-paced
by the speed of the participant's responses. Feedback regarding accura-
cy was given after each block upon the LCD monitor.

The standard color of the non-targets remained blue throughout,
whereas the standard and deviant distractor colors varied blockwise
between red and green, i.e., if red was the standard distractor color
then green was the color of the deviant and vice-versa. The color of
the “standard” distractor alternated every two blocks between red and
green. The deviant probability during each such pair of blocks was 0.1,
resulting in 320 trials per subject in the deviant condition. On the stan-
dard and deviant conditions separately, one quarter of trials included a
lateral target with a distractor upon the vertical meridian; one quarter
of trials encompassed a target on the vertical meridian with a lateral
distractor; one quarter of trials comprised a lateral target with an
ipsilateral distractor; one quarter contained a lateral target with a con-
tralateral distractor. Serial order of deviant colors was counterbalanced
across participants.Within each block the assignment of target andnon-
target shape varied randomly trial-by-trial. The target never matched
the distractor.

The mean duration of a trial from the onset of the fixation cross to
the response was 2.329 ± 0.267 s (mean ± s.d.), such that the mean
net measurement time was 1 h 52 ± 13 min. The mean interblock
interval was 87.756 ± 16.960 s, with a total of interblock intervals
averaging 51 ± 9 min, inclusive of feedback sessions and time
spent reading the instructions. Participant took 2 to 4 breaks lasting
in total for 58 ± 14 min. The whole experiment including breaks
and interblock intervals lasted for 3 h 42 min ± 26 min, with approx-
imately 45 additional min for informed consent, capping-up, capping-
off and debriefing.

2.5. Data reduction and statistical analyses

For each individual, reaction times (RTs) for trials containing stan-
dards and deviants were averaged separately and compared with a
pair-wise t-test. The effect of distraction on RT was computed for each
Please cite this article as: Sysoeva, O.V., et al., From pre-attentive process
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individual by subtracting the mean RT for standard trials from the
mean RT for deviant trials.

Pair-wise t-tests were used to examine the significance of the dif-
ference between standard and deviant ERPs, at each time-point, for
each electrode (Fig. 2). Addressing the multiple comparison problem,
clusters of significant differences were defined, consisting of at least
3 neighboring electrodes and 5 consecutive time points. With α set
to 0.05, the probability of a false alarm was 4 ∗ 10−11. The application
of such priors via these criteria precluded the erroneous misinterpreta-
tion of implausibly unclustered false alarm significant differences. The
mean amplitude at the latency of significant clusters was calculated for
channels with significant differences. For each electrode in a significant
negativity cluster, a form of signal-to-noise ratio was calculated. This
ratio was the maximal negativity of the deviant-standard difference
wave in the post-stimulus time range, when the cluster was significant,
divided by the maximal value of the deviant-standard difference wave
in the pre-stimulus time range. The electrode selected for each nega-
tivity cluster was the one that demonstrated the maximal such ratio.
Isopotential maps of the deviant-standard difference, integrated across
the time range of significant negativity clusters, were plotted.

For each channel of a significant cluster, and for each cluster, the de-
viant minus standard amplitude differences were computed for cluster
channels in each cluster's latency range. For each channel of a signifi-
cant cluster, and for each cluster, Pearson product-moment coefficients
were derived to test if slowing in RTs correlated significantly with the
amplitude of this effect of deviance upon ERP amplitude. For significant
correlations, the significance of the linear regression was assessed with
an F-test and a t-test used to assay if the slopediffered significantly from
zero. Critical α was set to 0.05 and testing was two-tailed throughout.

3. Results

3.1. Color deviance causes a behavioral distraction effect

Performance upon the task demonstrated that accuracies approached
ceiling (97.92 ± 0.28%; mean ± SEM) and drove the effects of distrac-
tion into the speed domain. Mean RTs for visual search were slowed
by the presence of a deviant distractor (1178 ± 85 ms) relative to
the presence of a standard distractor (1155 ± 85 ms). This color
deviance-related slowingwas revealed by inferential statistical analysis
to be significant via a paired t-test, t(11) = 2.5, p b 0.05, η2 =0.354. To
anticipate part of the results shown in Fig. 3, 10 out of 12 participants
demonstrated a distraction effect, with the difference between mean
RTs for standard minus deviant distractors being negative (pointing
upwards in Fig. 3).

3.2. Color deviance elicits two broadly distributed negativities

There were clusters of electrodes that exhibited significant differ-
ences due to color deviance. Moreover, different clusters of electrodes
exhibited significant differences at different points in time, each of
which is considered separately. Depicted in Fig. 2a is a data reduction
of the time course of significant differences between responses to visual
scenes containing standard and deviant distractors. As illustrated, there
were well-defined spatiotemporal clusters of activation responsive to
the color change of the deviant distractor. While the negativities were
of key theoretical interest, all significant clusters are discussed in
the order in which they occurred. The first cluster, upon which no the-
oretical weight is placed, was a positivity. This early Change-Related
Positivity or CRP (Kimura et al., 2006a,b; Busch et al., 2010; Stefanics
et al., 2011; for a kindred phenomenon see Berti, 2011) was apparent
at left centro-parietal sites at the latency of 70–110 ms within the
time-range of the P1 wave. However, the small size of the effect
would suggest that the paradigm utilized in the present investigation
was not optimal for CRP elicitation. The second and third clusters
demonstrated two reliably measured negativities: (1) the early color
es to durable representation: An ERP index of visual distraction, Int. J.
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vMMNat the latency of 120–160ms, apparent at left posterior sites, and
(2) a Late Fronto-Central Negativity (LFCN), at a latency of 320–400ms,
apparent at fronto-central electrodes and some posterior sites. ERPs to
standards and deviants and the corresponding difference waves for
Please cite this article as: Sysoeva, O.V., et al., From pre-attentive processe
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both negativities are illustrated in Fig. 2b, at selected electrodes; shaded
areas between ERPs denoting time periods when the cluster was active.
As depicted in Fig. 2b, the grand-averaged peak amplitude of color
vMMN at O1 was at 141 ms, when the sample-based t-value of the
s to durable representation: An ERP index of visual distraction, Int. J.
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difference wave wasmaximal, t(11) = 8.33, p b 0.001, η2 =0.86, while
that of LFCN at FT8was at 339ms, t(11)= 4.01, p b 0.01, η2=0.59. The
distinct topography of the difference waves during the time period of
these negativities is illustrated by isopotential maps for each cluster in
Fig. 2c.

3.3. Color vMMN predicts the extent of behavioral distraction

While significant clusters of activity were elicited by color change of
the distractor, it remained to be determined whether neurophysiologi-
cal activity could be related to the behavioral effect of the distraction. In
fact, a correlational analysis of this distraction effect with the deviant-
standard difference for each cluster revealed that the color vMMN
(120–160ms) showed amarked relation: behavioral slowing increased
with the amplitude of the color vMMN, as was confirmed by significant
correlations, r(10) = 0.81, p = 0.002. Fig. 3 depicts this significant
increase in distraction effect as a function of color vMMN amplitude
averaged across the whole cluster. The linear regression predicting
distraction from the color vMMN was also significant, F(1, 10) =
16.52, p b 0.002, such that the slope differed significantly from
zero, t(10) = 4.303, p = 0.002. By contrast, the amplitudes of CRP
and LFCN clusters did not correlate with the distraction effect,
r(10) = −0.09, p = 0.79 and r(10) = 0.12, p = 0.67 respectively for
CRP and LFCN. Accordingly, the amplitude of color vMMN indexed the
extent of the distraction effect. As already pointed out, Fig. 3 depicts
that 10 out of 12 participants demonstrated a distraction effect, in
addition the Figure shows that 11 out of 12 volunteers demonstrated
a color vMMN. Note that this ERP component, at a latency of around
120–160 ms, predicted a manual response that emerged several hun-
dred milliseconds later.

3.4. Color vMMN: distribution, duration of sensory memory trace, and
visual hemifield

The effect of distraction on ERP and behavioral response times indi-
cated that the sensorymemory representation for the preceding stimuli
was still vivid when the distractor occurred. The ISI between search
arrays varied from 610 to 1629 ms. An auxiliary question was thus
whether this ERP index of the sensory memory trace for distractor
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color attenuated as the ISI increases. To address this question, epochs
time-locked to the visual search array were binned upon the basis of
the duration of the preceding fixation interval (short: 610 to 1110 ms
vs. long: 1110 to 1629 ms).

A further auxiliary question concerned the hemifield of presenta-
tion. Previous investigations of vMMN have addressed the influence of
the visual hemifield in which the visual deviance is presented: some
investigations have reported a vMMN that is confined to deviance
presented in the lower hemifield and not the upper hemifield (Czigler
et al., 2004; Müller et al., 2012), while other investigations revealed
the converse (Berti, 2009). Accordingly, epochs binned upon the basis
of ISI were further partitioned into subgroups according to whether de-
viants were presented in the upper or lower hemifield.

Of further interest was the distribution of the color vMMN that was
examined by comparison of its amplitude in a window of integration
120–160 ms after the search array at the left and right occipital elec-
trodes. These prior observations and questions of theoretical interest
motivated the ensuing analyses of this section.

As depicted in Fig. 4, the difference of ERP amplitudes integrated
across the color vMMN temporal window (120–160ms), demonstrated
a strong color vMMN with a short ISI, in a manner that was only ap-
parent over the left hemisphere (O1) and upper hemifield. Such a
strong color vMMN was neither present over the right hemisphere
(O2) nor even at O1 with a long ISI. This pattern of mean differences
suggested that the color vMMN depicted in Fig. 2 may have been
caused by a left-distributed posterior response to color deviance in
the upper hemifield with short ISIs. To foreshadow the results of the
analysis, this observation was statistically supported.

A 4-way repeated-measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with a 2
(Color deviance: standard, deviant) × 2 (ISI: short vs. long) × 2 (Visual
Hemifield: upper, lower) × 2 (Hemisphere: left at O1, right at O2)
performed on the ERP amplitude data from this window of integration
confirmed these observations. The main effect of color deviance was
marginal, F(1, 11) = 4.33, p = 0.061, η2 = 0.283, although a signifi-
cant Hemisphere × Color Deviance interaction, F(1, 11) = 14.66,
p = 0.003, η2 = 0.571, corroborated cluster analysis results (Fig. 2a)
of a left-distributed color vMMN. The significant ISI × Hemifield ×
Hemisphere × Color Deviance interaction, F (1, 11) = 6.10, p = 0.031,
η2 = 0.357, revealed that the left-lateralized color vMMN varied signif-
icantly as a function of hemifield and interstimulus interval. The other
significant ISI × Hemifield × Hemisphere and ISI × Hemifield interac-
tions, p b 0.05, suggested that brain response in the 120–160 ms time
range is influenced by ISI, Hemifield and Hemisphere, irrespective of
Color Deviance, although these results should be regarded with caution
due to significance of higher-order interactions. No other effects were
significant, Fs b 1, ps N 0.107.

The predicted effect of Color Deviance was investigated separately
for each ISI, separately for distractors in each Visual Hemifield,
es to durable representation: An ERP index of visual distraction, Int. J.
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Fig. 6. Isopotential maps of the difference wave derived from subtraction of measured
ERPs to visual scenes containing standard distractors from the ERP to those containing a
deviant distractor, with a window of integration 120–160 ms, isopotential maps of ERP
for standard distractors, again integrated over 120–160 ms, and isopotential maps of the
artificial difference wave derived from the subtraction of the measured ERP to visual
scenes containing a standard distractor from an artificially time-lagged copy of that ERP
also with a window of integration 120–160 ms. Please note that the topography of color
vMMN over the left hemisphere is not exhibited in the distribution of the difference
waves produced by these artificial latency shifts.
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separately for each Hemisphere via 8 pairwise critical planned compar-
isons using Holm's adaptation of the Bonferroni test. These analysis re-
vealed that the effect of color deviance was only significant for the
“short” ISI at the “upper” level of visual hemifield for the “left at O1”
level of hemisphere, t(11) = 3.87, tα/8 = t0.00625 = 3.30, all other
ts b 1. That is, as depicted in Fig. 4, the color vMMNwas only significant
over the left hemisphere when the color deviant was presented in the
upper hemifield and with a short ISI (b1100 ms), as exhibited an effect
size of 1.58 standard deviations.

3.5. Color vMMN: ruling out the lateralized component hypothesis

A hypothesis considered was that a potential lateralization of the
component of interest was due to 10 out of 12 of the color distractors
being lateralized, even though distractors were equally often presented
in the left visual field and right visual field. A corollary of this possibility
was that there could have been an incidental rejection of more artifact
epochs when color deviant distractor stimuli were presented in the
left side of the search array than in the right side of the search array.
To rule out this possibility, a subset of standard and deviant arrays –
those scenes containing only vertical distractors – were included in
an additional analysis. Vertical distractors were presented in a non-
lateralized manner on the vertical meridian at a position above or
below the fixation cross, i.e., a 6 or 12 o'clock position. Isopotential
maps for the component of interest were compared visually and con-
firmed using paired Student's t-tests: the significant color vMMN was
present only at sites over the left hemisphere (O1, PO7, P9, P5, CP5,
p N 0.05, Fig. 5), as out-ruled this lateralized component hypothesis
that the left distribution of color vMMNwas a byproduct of the lateral-
ization of distractors.

3.6. Color vMMN: ruling out N1 modulation and the latency shift
hypotheses

The infrequent deviant stimuli might have elicited a higher ampli-
tude of N1, compared to frequent standard stimuli, since the state of re-
fractoriness of afferent neuronal populations that specifically respond to
the feature values of deviant stimuli is lower than that of afferent neu-
ronal populations that respond to the feature value of standard stimuli
(see e.g., Kimura, 2012). To rule out this N1 modulation hypothesis a
comparison of the color vMMN topography with those of standard
ERP from the color vMMN time range (120–160 ms) was necessary.
As depicted in the first row of Fig. 6 these topographies exhibited
marked differences.
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Additional analyses tested if the color vMMN component was,
rather, a latency shift of one of the neighboring ERP waves, namely
the P1 and N1 waves. This “latency-shift hypothesis” assumed that
color vMMN might be a byproduct of a P1 or an N1 latency shift. Here,
O1 was the electrode of interest, as this site was where the color
vMMN exhibited the optimal signal-to-noise ratio. In all but two of the
included volunteers, the P1 peak was evident as a positive ERP deflec-
tion 90–140 ms post-stimulus onset, followed by a distinct N1 wave
in the time range 127–194 ms, as was exhibited in all but one of the
volunteers. Subtle numerical differences in the latencies of P1 peaks
(standard: 115.5 ± 3.1 ms, mean ± SEM; deviant: 115.8 ± 3.4 ms)
and N1 peaks (standard: 161.4 ± 6.4 ms; deviant: 157.1 ± 5.5 ms) at
the O1-electrode were found not to be reliable via paired two-tailed
Student's t-tests, p N 0.05. It was also worth considering that the
grand-averaged P1 (115 ms) and N1 (159 ms) peak latencies were
either outside of, or bordering upon the temporal interval of significant
amplitude differences, as was revealed by paired t-tests in the color
vMMN time range (120–160 ms, see Fig. 2).

As peak latencies did not necessarily reflect all aspects of P1 and N1
generation, a further test of the latency shift hypothesis was necessary.
We assume that the observed peaks in the ERP correspond to the real
peaks of the underlying ERP component, which is not always the case
(Luck, 2005a,b). Here, the ideawas that if color vMMN reflected a laten-
cy shift of the N1 or P1 wave, then the artificial subtraction wave
representing the difference between the original standard ERP and the
standard ERP time-lagged by the hypothetical latency shift would
s to durable representation: An ERP index of visual distraction, Int. J.
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have the scalp distribution of the color vMMN within the component's
time range. Thus, an artificially time-lagged version of the ERP wave-
form to the visual scenes containing a standard distractor (lags: −30,
−20, −10, −4, 4, 10, 20, 30 ms) was subtracted from the originally
measured ERP waveform in response to that standard distractor. The
isopotential maps of this difference wave were plotted. The results of
this approach are illustrated in Fig. 6, where the scalp distribution
maps for the color vMMN time window, 120–160 ms, are presented. If
the latency-shift hypothesis was valid, and a P1 or N1 latency shift
caused the color vMMN effect, the scalp topography would have a pro-
nounced distribution over the left hemisphere. As is depicted in Fig. 6,
such a hypothetical dominance of the distribution over the left hemi-
sphere was unapparent. The artificial latency shift of the standard
ERPs produced a rather symmetric distribution with even a subtle ten-
dency towards a higher voltage over the right, rather than the left hemi-
sphere, as can be seen in Fig. 6. As has already been mentioned, under
the assumption that the time-course of the components mirrors the
timing of the underlying ERP exactly, these auxiliary analyses ruled
out the latency shift hypothesis that color vMMN simply represented
a latency shift between responses to standard and deviant stimuli.
Therefore these analyses tentatively support the hypothesis that the
elicited color vMMN was a distinct component and not a byproduct of
P1 or N1 latency shifts.

4. Discussion

The results from a visual search distraction paradigm showed
that (1) color deviance of a distractor is coded by the brain as elicits
three scalp-measured ERP components: CRP, color vMMN, and LFCN,
(2) processing of color deviance that is unrelated to the task slows the
performance of that task, and (3) one of the ERP components that is sen-
sitive to deviance, color vMMN, correlateswith that behavioral slowing.
Therefore, turning to the objectives mentioned in the Introduction sec-
tion, this investigation demonstrated an effect of task-unrelated
peripheral color deviance within a visual search distraction paradigm.
A component contributing to this effect, the color vMMN, was shown
to be generated by thebrain during visual change detection, in amanner
that is associated with behavioral consequences. This association thus
also met the objective of offering relatively strong support for the func-
tional relevance of the color vMMN. A further objective was building a
new bridge between the discourses upon visual search and vMMN. Ac-
cording to this logic, firstly, the nature of the mental processes revealed
by the behavioral data is considered, after which follows a discussion of
the associated ERP components of the response to color deviance and
their candidate generators.

The findings of the present investigation have implications for the
role of sensory memory processes during visual search and, at first
glance, might be considered controversial given the broadly demon-
strated failure of visual memory in paradigms such as change detection
and change blindness. Sensory memory is required to process deviance
detecting a change in color between one visual display and the subse-
quent display. Given the interval of 611 to 1629 ms between visual dis-
plays, sensory memory for color must have persisted for at least 600ms
to cause ERPand behavioral effects. Several other studies are in linewith
our research, demonstrating ERP evidence of to-be-ignored changes
with ISIs of up tomore than 1000ms, consistentwith the notion of a du-
rable sensorymemory trace. Those studies differ fromours in several as-
pects. First, the visual feature of interest differed, e.g., Berti and Schröger
(2001) investigated orientation or location, Kimura et al. (2008a,b)
luminance or size. Second, ERP results showed sometimes a rather
mixed pattern, e.g., Kimura et al. (2008a,b) demonstrating distance
components coding increments and decrements in size or luminance:
increments elicited a negativity, perhaps kindred to an early vMMN,
termed the CRN (120–140 ms), while a size or luminance decrement
elicited a CRP (140–160 ms). CRP was also elicited by luminance but
not size increments. Though neither CRN nor CRP was elicited by all
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changes in size or luminance, a sophisticated functional interpretation
could tentatively include the generation of these components during
the processing of facets of change. Third, whereas some investigations
showed that to-be-ignored changes were reflected both within ERP
and behavioral distraction (Berti and Schröger, 2001; Kimura et al.,
2008a,b), others reported ERP effects only (Astikainen et al., 2008;
Stefanics et al., 2011). Fourth and importantly, the distraction of task
performance in previous studies (Kimura et al., 2008a,b; Berti and
Schröger, 2001) was accompanied by a posterior N200/N2 at a latency
of 240–260 ms, and a later component, P3a, interpretable as indexing
a form of attentional capture. A novel departure of the current
investigation's findings from the data of these previous investigations
was that the form of color vMMN shown herewas associatedwith a dis-
traction effect that occurred in the absence of a clear P3a, indicating that
attentional capture was not reliably involved in our paradigm.

However, it needs to be considered that attention might have been
captured involuntarily in the current investigation. In the paradigm
of visual search a color singleton has been demonstrated to capture at-
tention automatically (e.g., Theeuwes, 1994; Theeuwes and Burger,
1998) arguably by virtue of a uniquely colored object causing a more
compelling attentionally capturing visual pop-out than a uniquely
shaped stimulus. However, the present paradigm and results differed
from those of classical investigations of attentional capture again in a
number of ways, to which the discussion now turns.

The first difference, a paradigm difference, is that a search array of
12 objects was employed, whereas in classical procedures the number
of objects is 7 or less (e.g., Theeuwes, 1994; Theeuwes and Burger,
1998). The large number of objects meant that neighboring proximal
parafoveal objects that are similar in shape promoted crowding
(Bouma, 1970; Felisberti et al., 2005; Obeidat et al., 2013, submitted
for publication) rather than pop-out, a crowding not only hindering
the identification of the target shape singleton, but also hampering the
processing of the identically shaped color singleton during any atten-
tional capture. This crowding argument concerning this paradigm dif-
ference is supported by the results: rather long mean RTs exceeding
more than 1100 ms in the current data, whereas target pop-out leads
to RTs of typically far less than a second (Theeuwes, 1994), and even
with set sizes of 10 pop-out, results in shorter RTs when keyboard is
used as a response tool (e.g., Hickey et al., 2006, Exp.1; for an alternative
perspective, see McDonald et al., 2013).

Turning to the second paradigm difference from such investigations
of attentional capture, the effect of distractor color deviance, here, was
based on comparison of deviant and standard stimuli. But every single
trial, including standard stimuli, contained a color singleton. Allowing
for the tenuous possibility that such a to-be-ignored color singleton
distractor could cause pop-out, then such a hypothetical pop-out
would occur on each trial. When calculating the deviant effect, any
such effect of color pop-out on reaction times and ERPs would thus
have been subtracted out. Accordingly, it is difficult to imagine how
the effects of color deviance could have been caused by pop-out.

The third difference from classical investigations of attentional
capture – now concerning the experimental results – is that the color
vMMN effect shown here was dependent on the preceding ISI. This
finding militated further against a pop-out interpretation, given pop-
out has been shown to be relatively stable with stimulus onset asyn-
chronies longer than 200 ms (Olds et al., 2000). In sum, the present
paradigm and results differed from those of classical investigations of
attentional capture, indicating that the demonstrated deviance effect
did not index the construct of attentional capture, but rather indexed
the pre-attentive accumulation of a sensory memory trace.

Further support for the pre-attentive nature of the effect of deviance
shown here can be gleaned from the visual ERPs— neither of two com-
ponents were elicited: the Visual Awareness Negativity (VAN), which
would have been expected to peak at about 400 ms, as would have
indexed awareness (Ojanen et al., 2003); nor P3a, as elsewhere has
been shown to be apparent with visual distraction (Kimura et al.,
es to durable representation: An ERP index of visual distraction, Int. J.
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2008a,b; Berti and Schröger, 2001) and would have been interpreted as
indexing a form of attentional capture.

Taking all these arguments together, pre-attentive rather than atten-
tional processes contributed to the effects of deviance shown here;
cautiously considered arguments which were consistent with our own
perceptual impressions while performing the task. That is, whereas
the location of the color distractor was just noticeable, the color change
of that distractor went completely unnoticed.

For these reasons, the processing of deviance that slows reaction
times, just like the encoding of the standard stimulation, is thought to
have been pre-attentive. The interpretation offered, here, is that the
mental processes that encode the color of the standard stimulation
into sensory memory and those mental processes that register the vio-
lation of the prediction of that sensory memory by distracting color de-
viants are pre-attentive or “automatic” rather than active processes;
pre-attentive processes that take place below the subjective threshold
of conscious awareness (Berry and Dienes, 1993). That is, change in
color was unrelated to the task, in a manner that would discourage
the deliberative encoding of color by a conscious strategy or “active pro-
cess”, such as articulatory rehearsal (Baddeley, 1986), or recoding into
the visuo-spatial sketchpad via an inner scribe (Logie, 1995). However,
color information may have had obligatory access to some passively
decaying storage system (e.g., the visual cache as in Quinn and
McConnell, 1996, 1999; McConnell and Quinn, 2000; Dean et al., 2008).

Most changes have been demonstrated to remain undetected in the
change blindness paradigm (Simons and Levin, 1997). In contrast to the
current investigation, traditional change detection paradigms have re-
lied upon the conscious report of changes. However, evidence for the
automatic processing of visual changes has previously been reported.
Even in the absence of change detection, the guessing probability to
identify the changed target has been shown to be higher than chance
(Fernandez-Duque and Thornton, 2000). Evidence from the contextual
cuing paradigm has shown that repeated presentation of the same
distractor configuration improves visual search, even though partici-
pants performed at chance on an explicitmemory test trying to discrim-
inate old and new distractor configurations (Chun and Jiang, 1998;
Chun, 2000). A reconciliatory assumption offered here is that pre-
attentive memory processes indexed by the speed of visual search
that support durable sensory memory representations, differ from the
processes tapped in change blindness paradigms. Accordingly, the func-
tion postulated for the pre-attentive formation of the sensory memory
for the color standard distractor in the current investigation's task has
been that of predicting the color of the next distractor, an expectancy
that supports the suppression of the distractor stimulus. In turn, this
automatic expectancy is thought to promote a faster visual search for
the target shape. It is argued that color deviance of the distractor vio-
lates this prediction.

Turningnow from the nature of themental processes involved to the
componentry of the ERP differences in response to deviance, a novel as-
pect of the present researchwas the finding of the color vMMN compo-
nent in the visual search task. The new form of color vMMN, as such,
demonstrated was distributed primarily over the left rather than the
right hemisphere. That color vMMN, shown here, was the only ERP
reflection of deviance processing that reliably indexed distraction.
Auxiliary analyses tentatively indicated the color vMMN to be neither
an amplitude augment nor latency shift of either the P1 or N1 wave
(Fig. 6), although with the current study design it is not possible to
completely rule out the potential contribution to our vMMN response
of some sub-components typically active during the P1 and N1 deflec-
tions modulated by factors such as refractoriness (Czigler et al., 2002).

In any case, the color vMMN was elicited in ERPs collapsed across
distractor locations, so it would be difficult to interpret the color
vMMN, shown here, as one of the lateralized components thought to
be implicated in distraction and visual search such as the N2pc (Luck
and Hillyard, 1994a,b; Hickey et al., 2006), PD (Hickey et al., 2009;
Sawaki and Luck, 2011), or the Ptc (Hilimire et al., 2009, 2010, 2011).
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While not a lateralized component at first blush, it may have seemed
conceivable that the left distribution of the negativity, seen here in the
120–160 ms time range, yet not in most investigations of the ERPs
elicited by color deviance (Czigler, 2007; Kimura et al., 2006a), could
in some way be related to the fact that distractors were presented
laterally on 10 out of 12 of trials: the so-called lateralized component
hypothesis mentioned in the results section, a hypothesis that went
unsupported. That is, a significant left-distributed color vMMN was
apparent even in trials containing only vertical distractors. It can thus
be identified that the left distribution of color vMMN shown here was
neither due to color vMMN being a lateralized component, nor the
lateralization of the distractors, though eccentricity rather than lateral-
ization from the central fixation point might have accounted for the
discrepancy from the preceding investigations where stimuli were pre-
sented in central fixation. Indeed, it has been postulated by Berti (2009)
that the visual periphery ismore capable in providing automatic change
detection. Such change detection could have recruited dominant gener-
ators within the left hemisphere that led to the left-distributed color
vMMN evident in Fig. 5.

The color vMMNdemonstrated herewas also unlikely to be the pos-
itivity elicited by a change in the flicker paradigm when a change is
searched for under conditions of change-blindness (Eimer and Mazza,
2005; Lyyra et al., 2010). Eimer and Mazza interpreted this positivity
as a reduction in the late Contingent Negative Variation that occurs
when two stimuli follow each other at short predictable intervals
(Walter et al., 1964) and is thought to index the participant's prepared-
ness to detect a change, a preparedness that was higher in blocks of
trials with a change than in blocks of trials when there was no change.
As in Lyyra et al.'s (2010) investigation, the occurrence of a deviant
change occurred in an oddball manner unpredictably and was thus un-
likely to elicit the CNV. Accordingly, it would have been difficult to inter-
pret the color vMMN, shown here, as a modulation of the CNV. Color
vMMN also occurred with a posterior distribution and polarity distinct
from themore frontocentrally distributed positivity elicited by deviants
under change blindness conditions in an oddball flicker paradigm
(Lyyra et al., 2010). These compelling demonstrations of a positivity
under conditions of change blindness (Eimer and Mazza, 2005; Lyyra
et al., 2010) provided corroborative ERP evidence for the processing of
visual change by the brain despite a lack of conscious awareness, albeit
of a rather different sort from the color vMMN of the present investiga-
tion or the vMMN of Berti (2011).

A further question concerned the hemifield of presentation. It has
been shown that, presumably for anatomical reasons, the vMMN differs
with respect to the site of presentation. Berti (2009) demonstrated
that for position deviants the vMMN is observable only for deviants
presented in the upper half of visual space. Other investigations have
reported a color vMMN that is confined to deviance presented in the
lower rather than the upper hemifield (Czigler et al., 2004; Müller
et al., 2012). The results of the present investigation have paralleled
Berti's vMMN to position deviants more than the color vMMN of
Czigler et al. (2004) and Müller et al. (2012).

Additionally, the color vMMN found here exhibited discerning fea-
tures from the vMMNreported elsewhere that leave open thepossibility
that this color vMMN could ultimately be re-interpreted as a distinct
component. First, color vMMN here exhibited a left parietal–occipital
distribution (Fig. 2c, left panel), while a bilateral posterior distribution
of vMMN has typically been reported (Czigler, 2007; Kimura et al.,
2006a). Secondly, the color vMMN shown here correlated with behav-
ioral distraction (Fig. 3), demonstrating a relation between behavior
and electrophysiological coding, as is largely unprecedented for color
vMMN (e.g., Stefanics et al., 2011; but see also Stefanics and Czigler,
2012). Visual distraction by task-unrelated change has been accompa-
nied by ERP components kindred to vMMN (Berti and Schröger, 2001,
2004, 2006; Kimura et al., 2008a,b), but not with an association that
was demonstrated by the correlation of vMMN with distraction shown
here. The working hypothesis offered is thus that the color vMMN
s to durable representation: An ERP index of visual distraction, Int. J.
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shown here, in part, could index a subset of the generators of vMMN
particularly responsive to the salient feature of color deviance in the
current procedure, and could be more closely related to visual distrac-
tion than other generators of vMMN. The color vMMN shown here at
120–160 ms exhibited features that were not canonical of vMMN, and
may instead be a new component that warrants further investigation.

Besides the color vMMN, the LFCN was observed, which is a distinct
response to color deviance. The time range as well as the scalp distribu-
tion overlapped highly with the N2 deflection. Two subcomponents of
N2 have been discussed in the literature (for a review, see Folstein
and Van Petten, 2008): a posterior component related to a visual mis-
match and an anterior component indexing cognitive control. In the
present investigation, the central–parietal deviance-elicited negativity
of the LFCN might be related to the posterior N2 component, while
the strong frontal aspects corresponded to the anterior subcomponent.
Alternatively, the frontally distributed aspects of the LFCN also resem-
bled those of the auditory MMN. In the auditory domain, the activation
of this frontal generator has been found to be later than that from the
auditory cortex (Doeller et al., 2003; Opitz et al., 2002; Rinne et al.,
2000). Frontal generators of the auditory MMN have been shown to
be predominantly located in the right hemisphere (Deouell et al.,
1998; Restuccia et al., 2005), while the distribution of LFCN was
also over the right hemisphere. Arguably, the initial processing of:
(a) visual deviance, primarily in the occipital lobes, and (b) auditory de-
viance, primarily in the temporal lobes, both fed-forward to polymodal
mechanisms (Fuster, 1997) situated within the right frontal lobe. Rinne
(2001) interpreted right frontal generators of responses to auditory
change as a “call for attention” as is assumed to be pre-attentive by def-
inition (Campbell et al., 2003; Schröger, 1997). Accordingly, visual color
deviance processes could be understood to share common right-frontal
localized mechanisms with that of auditory deviance processing.

Within this theoretical framework, the generation of color vMMN
could be related to the pre-attentive processing of color deviance,
while generation of LFCN is postulated to be a neural correlate of a call
for attention. As distinct from color vMMN, LFCN did not correlate
with the distraction effect. The explanation offered is that color vMMN
led to this call for attention by color deviance – as indexed by LFCN –

yet that call for attention went unnoticed, such that attention was not
captured by color deviance. Color vMMN might be interpreted as a
product of stimulus-specific adaptation analogous to that demonstrated
in the auditory domain (Ulanovsky et al., 2003). An afferent tuned to
a repeated acoustical frequency fires more vigorously to a rare unex-
pected change in the acoustical frequency of the sound. Effects of unex-
pected pitch change upon such afferents have been revealed in response
to pitch deviance (Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Moore, 2003). It has been
claimed that each such an individual afferent is a “memory” neuron
(Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Ulanovsky, 2004). An analogous automatically
processed memory representation in the current experiment is consid-
ered to predict the color of the standard stimulation, as can be used to
pre-attentively suppress the visual search of standard yet not deviant
color distractors, resulting in a distraction effect when the processing
of color deviance is prioritized over that of uniqueness of shape. A neural
response such as color vMMN to the violation of such a prediction
by color deviance may have served to promote the detection of new
entities in a dynamic visual environment. Such an internal memory
representation might also guide visual search in a manner that permits
the effective use of external representations typically available in static
visual environments (Ballard et al., 1997; Kimura et al, 2010b, 2011),
which can be used to compensate for the inherent limitations of
working memory during the performance of natural tasks.

To conclude the new adventure of employing the visual search par-
adigm adopted here has brought some novel findings: the support for a
left posteriorally distributed deviance-elicited component generated by
(a subset of) vMMN generators at long ISIs, indexing a pre-attentively
coded visual memory for color; the correlation of distraction with that
pre-attentively elicited component; this distraction effect in a visual
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search task without eliciting the clear P3a typical to attentional capture
caused by visual changes in other paradigms; and the subsequent LFCN
distributed over the right hemisphere in response to that to-be-ignored
visual deviance. These new findings have contributed to the core theo-
retical aim of this work offering a novel resolution to the debate about
the existence of an internal sensory memory representation in the visu-
al domain. In sum, vision has a pre-attentive sensory memory for color
affecting not only visual search but also influencing crucially the gener-
ation of a functionally associated form of color vMMN.
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